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Paid Internships Available for Summer 2019 

The Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities is currently seeking students to fill the following 

paid internship positions. Please disseminate this information at your campus.  

 Pay rates per week: Undergraduate: $580 Graduate: 650  

 Round-trip airfare for interns is arranged and paid by HACU. 

 Housing can be arranged.   

 

Students interested in any of these positions, must complete the online application at www.hacu.net/hnip. 

Our summer deadline is Friday, February 15, 2019. A letter of recommendation from someone 

employed at your university and official transcripts are required. These internships will be 11 weeks long 

and will qualify participating students to receive a hiring authority to be considered for permanent 

positions at the BLM. Below are positions for this summer.  

 

   Bureau of Land Management  
The mission of the BLM is to sustain the health, diversity, and productivity of the public lands for the use 

and enjoyment of present and future generations. 

LOCATION: Amarillo, Texas 

DESIRED MAJORS: Conservation Biology, Natural Resource Management, Natural Science 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: The Cross Bar is a 12,000-acre property and is the only BLM managed 

land in the entire state of Texas. Restoration and recreation are the primary objectives the interns would 

be assisting with. Currently, the Cross Bar is inaccessible to the public as it is landlocked between private 

lands in all directions. Recently, however, the BLM secured a donated easement for future general access. 

Because of this easement, the OkFO is now focusing on designating the Cross Bar as a Special Recreation 

Management Area. Duties: -Safety orientation, introduction and tour of the Cross Bar, tour of local state 

and federal parks Report vehicle utilization - Trail building work and herbicide treatments of previously 

masticated mesquite -Trail building work and herbicide treatments of previously masticated mesquite, 

vegetation surveys -Trail building work and flagging new trails Report vehicle utilization 

 

LOCATION: Kremmling, Colorado 

DESIRED MAJORS: Botany, Plant Biology, Ecology  

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:   

The Junction Butte WWA and Gore Canyon Ranch are acquired properties along the Colorado River, 

providing important wildlife, water fowl, and amphibian habitat and recreational opportunities. The 

Intern would manage the irrigation water to optimize resource benefits, while coordinating with nearby 

landowners and state water right officials. They would develop a management plan for Gore Canyon 

Ranch and update the plan for the Junction Butte area to reflect the Upper Colorado River SRMA's 

resource objectives in the 2015 RMP. Individual must be comfortable driving dirt and gravel roads, 
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working independently, and able to read maps. Experience in doing field monitoring of species 

occurrence/use and recording of observations essential. Intern should have a working knowledge of 

ArcGIS and a familiarity with GPS units is helpful. Duties: -Training in waterfowl, amphibian 

identification and data recording and entry methods. GIS training and basic remote sensing techniques of 

wetland analysis, Arc Collector training Set up basic photo -Wetland operations with log of daily 

activities including water application, species observed, photographs with log, collector data. Office time 

to enter spatial data into GIS as well as tabulate field data in Excel/Access databases. -Intern should be 

able to operate safely and independently on managing the wetland operations, including an assessment of 

estimated water usage on BLM's properties. - Intern will also be able to assist on other projects of interest 

to a future natural resource specialist: accompanying wildlife biologist on species surveys, work with 

staff managing BLM's North Park wetland properties, help NRS with invasive species inventories. -Intern 

will present the completed Junction Butte Watchable Wildlife Management Plan to the staff. -Cross train 

the BLM specialists in wetland operations at both sites. 

 

LOCATION: Carlsbad, New Mexico 

DESIRED MAJORS: Geology, Earth Science, Natural Science, Natural Resource Management. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:  The Carlsbad Field Office is currently one of the busiest BLM offices in 

the nation for approving oil and gas permits and realty applications. We are looking for an individual who 

has a good understanding of biological and natural resources that would be good in a team environment. 

The intern would be taught the beginning processes of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 

and how to properly write Environmental Assessments (EA's). They would help coordinate and lead on 

ground inspections of proposed surface disturbing activities associated with oil and gas development 

and/or other land uses. This includes well pad locations, roads, pipelines and other activities needed to 

produce oil and gas. The intern would help conduct field inspections of oil and gas operations and/or 

surface use authorization for the purpose of determining companies with applicable laws and regulations, 

lease terms, onshore oil and gas orders. 

 

 

U.S. Citizenship Is Required 


